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About This Game

A unique adventure game full of exploratory expeditions to the various underground worlds on different planets.

Travel with your Minaur through the game universe, discover new worlds, their unique environment and inhabitants. Lead your
Minaur safely through underworlds to gain knowledge and collect The Mighty Resource. Complete various quests, develop your
character, collect loot from various animals, and rescue your trapped mates. Reunite the Minaur Nation and become a legend!

It all depends on your in game decisions. The game has a nonlinear progress unique to each player.

Enjoy a blend of adventure, action and logical game with RPG elements.

Experience the atmosphere of unknown worlds, underlined by detailed graphic and sound design.

Discover hundreds of unique locations with living interactive environments, various animals and many hidden
surprises. Get all 147 available knowledge hints.

Take advantage of the environment and specific animal behaviour in your favor.

Learn, upgrade and use up to 28 special abilities.

Try to complete all 57 special Challenges and gain up to 20 Advantages, that enhance
different attributes of your Minaur.
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Avoid the fulfillment of the 14 Failures, that reveal your Weaknesses.

Gain up to 72 different Achievements and compete with other players.

The game is fully localized in 8 languages (English, German, Czech, Russian,
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian).
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IIIDA Interactive
Publisher:
IIIDA Interactive
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I'm about 6 missions in. There's nothing casual about the gameplay. Each mission is timed (1 to 2 minutes), giving you little time
to look around. Tasks just involves clicking in a series of areas to produce a certain final product. Bonus items also requires that
you look around the scene and find it. Obstacles (like moles) try to impede your progress. The only way to get rid of them is,
you guessed it, click on it.

I was looking for a sandbox mode but can't find the option. I originally hoped this game would be some sort of cartoony sim
farm, but all missions are timed leaving you little time to actually enjoy the game.

Wouldn't recommend this game.. This is a classy game that involves keeping objects in the air to put them in the right place on
the level. It is a great game for at the office and having some time to play around. It is set in Venice and you put different
objects through different spins and turns to get the object in its correct spot to trigger the end of the level. The graphics are
basic. The gameplay is simple and easy to learn. A child would have alot of fun with this game. I highly recommend it for
anyone ready for a good challenge and a fun time. This is a ideal game for any casual gamer!. Doesnt work for Rift Users, dont
fall for it , do not buy it on Steam Store, patch still isn't out or fixed it at all :/

[UPDATED]

Since the games major update for Rift and touch support i have happily been playing!, all works perfectly, can see what the vive
users have been saying aha this is an absolute realistic and amazing tool , one of the most engaging experiences on VR Yet!, very
keen to see where it heads. :P. dis good game. At the time of this review this game in unplayable with a keyboard and mouse so
if you do not have a controller for you PC this isn't going to work for you.

With that being said this game is insanely fun and just as addictive. The mechanics get some serious getting used to but once
you do it feels very natural. It doesn't have online multiplayer at this point but with a lack of couch co-op in general on the PC
this is one that shines in that sense.

I find myself playing this game at least once a day and challenges updated daily I will continue to do so.. What a horrible
unfriendly program. Not recommended.. Maybe I'm just bad at this game, but It seems like the controls could use improvement.
Left\/right movement is with a\/d but attack is on x, and with the spacebar needed for jumping, this leads to an incredibly
awkward hand position. It's also a naturally challenging game. You can die in one hit, and enemies take multiple hits to destroy
if you can't jump on them. Your character also has a little lag when you land from a jump, which takes some time to get used to
and stops your momentum. I didn't get very far into the game, but I would recommend it to anyone who wants the challenge.
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Funny game:
#Vodka #Kalashnikov #Kalinka #100% achievements in less than half hour

Bad game:
#bleeding eyes #no configuration #annoing music, only one good track (first one) #f***ing short #additional 2h needed to gell
all cards

Good game:
#you can kill Hitler everyday before going to bed #Illuminati #HL3/Steam sale/Gabe references #Cthulhu

I have no idea how to rate it. Vodka/10 ? My eyes hurt/10 ?
Just buy it in 75% sale and enjoy this "experience".. Lots of optimization issues initially, but runs pretty smoothly now.
Longtime player of this game, dating back to its launch. Very fun game with lots of card variety. The open library that is your
deck creates an additional layer of strategy. Luck is still a component, but there is a great deal of tactical depth to deck-building.

Definitely recommend giving this a try if you like an interesting mix of tactics and deck-building.. Great game to spend a rainy
day at home... amazing art and gameplay! I recomend!!. My kids like this. I wanted them to play Kerbal but this works.. I have
made a video review of this game:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYXJ2E8Z26E

Bulletpoints:

Like -

Tons of skills
Very refined game
Nice graphics
Huge amount of enemy variety

Dislike -

Little story exposition
somewhat stale gameplay
sound loops are boring

Rating: 5/10

please leave a comment , like and subscribe so i know what i can do better next time.. does not look like the pictures showin
here after i installed it

this program does not uninstall very clean it leaves traces that you have to delete manully

. Interesting idea.
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